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GS III Indian Economy and issues relating to Planning, Mobilization of Resources, Growth, 

Development and Employment. 

1. Fears of stagflation 

Former Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke told The New York Times that he 

foresaw a period in the near future “where growth is low, unemployment is at least up a little bit 

and inflation is still high”, adding, “So you could call that stagflation”. 

Background 

· Most economists typically focus on the three key macroeconomic gauges to assess the 

health of an economy. Economic output measured by gross domestic product, the level of 

unemployment and thirdly inflation or the pace at which the prices of goods and services 

are rising in the economy.  

· The challenge for policymakers, especially central banks, is to ensure optimum conditions 

whereby output grows at a healthy pace, helping businesses in the economy to create jobs at 

a steady pace and thus keeping 

unemployment low, and most crucially 

having all of this happen in an atmosphere 

when prices remain relatively stable. 

· However, in the real world, more often 

than not, high economic growth invariably 

spurs faster inflation which is why many 

central banks have a specific mandate of 

ensuring that the pace of price gains does 

not exceed a specified target level or 

range. 

· The most difficult and messy problem for policymakers is when inflation runs high even as 

economic output either stagnates or, worse, shrinks.  

· The slowdown in economic activity, in turn, leads businesses to shed jobs and the resultant 

situation is termed as ‘stagflation’. 

Stagflation 



 

 

· It is characterized by slow economic growth and relatively high unemployment—or 

economic stagnation—which is at the same time accompanied by rising prices (i.e. 

inflation).  

· It can be alternatively defined as a period of inflation combined with a decline in the gross 

domestic product (GDP). 

How does it manifest? 

· One of the classic instances when most economies including the U.S. faced ‘stagflation’ was 

during the ‘oil shock’ of the early 1970s when an embargo led by the oil producers’ cartel 

OPEC caused the price of crude to almost quadruple in a period of just under six months. 

· Countries like the U.S. that imported a lot of oil experienced both high inflation and 

recession. The Consumer Price Index exceeded 10% for the first time since the 1940s, 

unemployment jumped from 4.6% in 1973 to 9% in 1975, and the GDP plunged. 

Latest concerns about stagflation 

· While the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the curbs imposed to contain the spread 

of the virus caused the first major recent economic slowdown worldwide, the subsequent 

fiscal and monetary measures taken to address the downturn, including substantial increases 

in liquidity in most of the advanced economies, fuelled a sharp upsurge in inflation. 

· While the Fed and the Bank of England are among central banks that have started raising 

interest rates to cool soaring prices, the ongoing war in Ukraine following Russia’s invasion 

of its southern neighbour and the consequent Western sanctions on Moscow have caused a 

fresh and as yet hard-to-quantify ‘supply shock’. 

· With the prices of commodities ranging from oil and gas to foodgrains, edible oils and 

fertilizers all surging sharply in the wake of the conflict, authorities face an uphill battle to 

contain inflation that is now less a function of demand (and so can be controlled by 

regulating credit) and almost entirely caused by supply factors that are far harder to manage. 

Indian context 

· In the recent past, this question has gained prominence since late 2019, when retail inflation 

spiked due to unseasonal rains causing a spike in food inflation. 

· Russia is the world’s second-largest oil producer and, as such, if its oil is kept out of the 

market because of sanctions, it will not only lead to prices spiking, but also mean they will 

stay that way for long. 



 

 

· While India is not directly involved in the conflict, it will be badly affected if oil prices move 

higher and stay that way. India imports more than 84% of its total oil demand. 

· Higher inflation would rob Indians of their purchasing power, thus bringing down their 

overall demand. 

· In other words, people are not demanding enough for the economy to grow fast. 

· Private consumer demand is the biggest driver of growth in India. 

· Such aggregate demand — the monetary sum of all the soaps, phones, cars, refrigerators, 

holidays etc. that we all spend on in our personal capacity — accounts for more than 55% of 

India’s total GDP. 

· Higher prices will reduce this demand, which is already struggling to come back up to the 

pre-Covid level. 

· Fewer goods and services being demanded will then disincentivise businesses from investing 

in new capacities, which, in turn, will exacerbate the unemployment crisis and lead to even 

lower incomes. 

Way Ahead 

· There is no definitive cure for stagflation. The consensus among economists is that 

productivity has to be increased to the point where it would lead to higher growth without 

additional inflation.  

· Policy support for a sustained and inclusive recovery may be needed for longer. 

· The focus is likely to be on the normalisation of prudential policies and the strengthening of 

insolvency frameworks and restructuring mechanisms, including for the overhang of public 

and private debt. 

Source: The Hindu 

Practice question: What is Stagflation? Why this is a cause of concern? And discuss the expected 

impact on Indian Economy. 

GS III Indigenization of Technology and Developing New Technology. 

2. Electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) 

Minister of Civil Aviation has recently remarked that several electric vertical take-off and 

landing (eVTOL) companies from the United States and Canada are interested in setting up units 

in India. 



 

 

What is eVTOL? 

· As the acronym suggests, an 

electric vertical take-off and landing 

(eVTOL) aircraft is one that uses 

electric power to hover, take off, 

and land vertically.  

· Most eVTOLs also use what is 

called as distributed electric 

propulsion technology which 

means integrating a complex 

propulsion system with the 

airframe. There are multiple motors 

for various functions; to increase 

efficiency; and to also ensure 

safety.  

· This is technology that has grown 

on account of successes in electric 

propulsion based on progress in 

motor, battery, fuel cell and 

electronic controller technologies 

and also fuelled by the need for new 

vehicle technology that ensures 

urban air mobility (UAM).  

· Thus, eVTOL is one of the newer 

technologies and developments in 

the aerospace industry. 

· It has been described eVTOL as being “a runway independent technological solution” for the 

globe’s transportation needs. This is because it opens up new possibilities which aircraft with 

engines cannot carry out in areas such as manoeuvrability, efficiency and even from the 

environmental point of view.  



 

 

· There are an estimated 250 eVTOL concepts or more being fine-tuned to bring alive the 

concept of UAM. Some of these include the use of multi-rotors, fixed-wing and tilt-wing 

concepts backed by sensors, cameras and even radar.  

· The key word here is “autonomous connectivity”. Some of these are in various test phases. 

There are also others undergoing test flights so as to be certified for use.  

· In short, eVTOLs have been likened to “a third wave in an aerial revolution”; the first 

being the advent of commercial flying, and the second, the age of helicopters.  

Advantages 

· It has applications in Air Taxi, Delivery, Medical assistance (EMS), Recreation. 

· Israeli startup has recently introduced a full-scale protoype of an eVTOL, to be used as a 

personal flying car. 

· It is greener, faster, quieter and vastly cheaper than helicopters. 

· They being deployed by the US Air Force and the Canadian Air Force. 

· But it is yet to get certification from FAA (United States' Federal Aviation Administration) 

and EASA (European Union Aviation Safety Agency). 

Developments in powering eVTOLs 

· An article in Avionics International says the roles eVTOLs adopt depends on battery 

technology and the limits of onboard electric power.  

· Power is required during the key phases of flight such as take off, landing and flight 

(especially in high wind conditions). There is also the important factor of weight. BAE 

Systems, for example, is looking at formats using a variety of Lithium batteries.  

· Nano Diamond Batteries is looking at “Diamond Nuclear Voltaic (DNV) technology” using 

minute amounts of carbon-14 nuclear waste encased in layered industrial diamonds to create 

self-charging batteries.  

· There are some industry experts who are questioning the use of only batteries and are looking 

at hybrid technologies such as hydrogen cells and batteries depending on the flight mission.  

· There is even one that uses a gas-powered generator that powers a small aircraft engine, in 

turn charging the battery system. But whatever the technology, there will be very stringent 

checks and certification requirements. 

What are the challenges? 



 

 

· As the technology so far is a mix of unpiloted and piloted aircraft, the areas in focus include 

“crash prevention systems”.  

· These use cameras, radar, GPS (global positioning system) and infrared scanners.  

· There are also issues such as ensuring safety in case of powerplant or rotor failure. Aircraft 

protection from cyberattacks is another area of focus. 

· A third area is in navigation and flight safety and the use of technology when operating in 

difficult terrain, unsafe operating environments and also bad weather. 

Way Ahead 

The global market for eVTOLs was put at $8.5 million in 2021 and is to grow to $30.8 

million by 2030. The demand will be on account of green energy and noise-free aircraft, cargo 

carrying concepts and the need for new modes of transport. 

Source: The Hindu 

Practice question: What powers electric vertical take off and landing aircraft? What new 

regulations and policy changes does India need to better integrate electric vertical aircraft? 
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